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On 7 October 2015, Finnair became the first European carrier – and the third worldwide – to receive a new-generation A350 XWB jetliner from Airbus. Of course, this was an

excellent marketing opportunity as it would create buzz all on its own. But at Finnair, they looked beyond the marketing opportunity and realized that this event would also

create chances to build excitement among their employees and at the same time enhance their employer brand.

Here’s how Finnair used the new A350 to revive their employer brand:

1 Finnair got the employees really, really, really excited about A3501 Finnair got the employees really, really, really excited about A350

First of all, they invited some of their employees to visit the production location of Airbus in Toulouse, where they could experience themselves how an aircraft is built and

how much time, effort and expertise is put into it. The co-workers that weren’t lucky enough to join, were not left behind, as they could follow the employees in Toulouse on

intranet and on social media.

Finnair also cultivated employee engagement by making them part of the story. They flew 1000 of the colleagues –  25 % of Finnair’s workforce – on the brand new A350 to

visit Santa Claus. Santa Claus himself came to say hello to the personnel at the Official Airport of Santa Claus in Rovaniemi. A great way for the staff to get to know the key

features of a new product and to experience what it’s like to fly the A350.

2 Finnair humanized their brand by putting their employees in the center of the attention2 Finnair humanized their brand by putting their employees in the center of the attention

Finnair used the momentum to create content around their proud co-workers, humanizing their brand. For example, they featured the story about visiting Santa Claus on

their company blog, with non-corporate pictures featuring their employees on the aircraft.

On YouTube, you’ll find a great video (https://youtu.be/A6Gnlpx3Xwo) on which happy colleagues talk about the excitement within the company, how the investment makes

them feel secure and how proud they are of being a part of this project. Who would not want to work at Finnair after seeing this video?

3 Finnair realized proud employees are the most powerful brand assets a company has3 Finnair realized proud employees are the most powerful brand assets a company has
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A strong employer brand isn’t just for attracting new talent through YouTube video’s, it also provides a compelling reason for your current employees to stay with your

organization. Employees need to be reminded of the qualities that first attracted them to the organization. They need to feel connected to the corporate brand and

understand their role in turning brand aspirations into reality. Finnair accomplished this wonderfully, but as excitement about the A350 disappears, they will have to find new

ways to exhilarate their staff. Because engaged employees will turn into brand ambassadors, who will carry out your brand to consumers, as well as potential recruits.

Regardless of which industry you’re in, if you’re not inspiring your talent to be brand ambassadors, you’re missing out.

Are you wondering how you can turn your employees into brand ambassadors? We’d be happy to give some insights. Feel free to give us a call, or come and meet us at one of

the upcoming events (https://www.socialseeder.com/meet-us-upcoming-events/) we’ll be attending.
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